Experiential
LearningMethodologies
addressingvulnerable employed
andunemployed people
The main objective of the ELMET project is to useexperiential
learning and more specifically educationalescape rooms, as a
tool that allows c-VET trainers to facethe new challenges
that are imposed in terms of design anddelivery.
To do this, we have developed the ELMET Toolkit thatallows
trainers and training experts working in c-VET todesign and
use educational escape rooms as a newlearning
methodology, focused on developing the skillsand key
competencies requested from the changingworking
environments.

THE ELMET TRAINING TOOLKIT
The ELMET Training Toolkit for the
design, development and evaluation
of experiential learning programs
will offer an innovative set of
resources that include:
- A training course on the design of
escape rooms: specific for the
continuous training field.
- A guide to support each of the
stages that comprise this learning
methodology: design,
implementation, facilitation and
evaluation.

- A guide to support the creation of 100% digital-based escape-rooms.
- 3 ready to use escape rooms in offline version and 3 ready-to-use
escape rooms in online version, focusing on the 3 main transversal topics
identified among the needs of active workers or unemployed people:
1.
2.
3.

21th century soft-skills
New skills for digital working environments
Green transversal skills

WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?
The project is coming to an end...
During these months, the ELMET project work team -CIP Citizens In
Power, Panepistimio Thessalias, Media Creativa 2020, Business
Foundation for education and Diputación Foral de Álava- have held three
transnational meetings, in online format given the restrictions of mobility
imposed by COVID, thanks to which we have planned and developed the
different phases of the project, we have defined and implemented the
Management Plan, the Dissemination Plan, the Quality Plan and the
Communication Plan.
After that, and once all the materials of the Toolkit have been developed
and translated, we have carried out the testing phase in which, with the
collaboration of experts, trainers and students, we have reviewed the
materials and taking into account their valuable opinions, the necessary
improvements will be made according to their suggestions.
We have also created our website www.elmetproject.eu and our social
networks accounts in Facebook (@ELMETproject) and Instagram
(@elmetproject), to which of course we invite you to join us to keep up to
date with all the news of the project.

WHAT IS NEXT?
IThese coming months we will make the necessary improvements
according to the results obtained from the testing of the Toolkit and we
will create the final versions of the materials in all partners’ languages
(English, Spanish, Greek and Bulgarian). Moreover, we will continue
working on the dissemination of the project and its materials, and in
September 2022 we will end the project and show all the results at the
Multiplier Events that we will organize in all partner countries. The final
conference will take place in Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain).

Follow us and stay tuned!

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
VISIT US!

@Elmetproject
Elmet
www.elmetproject.eu
Elmet project
#elmetproject
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